
 
 
 
 

9.17.2013 | Class 4 Week 3 
 
• Jumbled sentence: Mrs. B “rained mysterious objects” 
• Text reconstruction: How to test your topic sentences  
• Quiz 2: “Old Man & Death”; “Fox & Grapes”; “Fox & Crow”; “Town Mouse & Country 

Mouse”; “City Mouse & Country Mouse” 
• Finite & nonfinite verbs 
• Exercise: Adjective clauses 
• Exercise: Adjective clauses 
• Exercise: Adjective clauses 
• List of auxiliary verbs 
• Paper #1 Assignment & exemplar X-1-2-3 set 
• Exercise: although-sentences as thesis statements 
• “The Mouse Who Went to the Country” by James Thurber 
• “The Mouse and the Alley Cat” by Jim Windolf 

 



 
NAME ________________ 
 
DATE ________________ 
 
 
INSTRUCTIONS: Unscramble and punctuate the list below to produce a sentence by Dennis 
Baron on the subject of English teachers and grammar. (There may be more than one way of 
reconstructing the sentence.) 
 

Write the complete sentence below the list, trying to remember each group of words as a whole. 
 
 

_______ while a certain Mrs. B  

_______ rained mysterious objects 

_______ at us like bombs. 

_______ cowering at my desk 

_______ she called nouns and verbs 

_______ I clearly remember 

_______ in a ninth-grade English class 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

JUMBLED 
SENTENCE 
 

Dennis Baron on 
English teachers 
raining verbs & 
nouns 



 
 
 
ANSWER 
 
 

___4___ while a certain Mrs. B  

___5___ rained mysterious objects 

___7___ at us like bombs. 

___2___ cowering at my desk 

___6___ she called nouns and verbs 

___1___ I clearly remember 

___3___ in a ninth-grade English class 

 
 
 
I clearly remember cowering at my desk in a ninth-grade English class while a certain 
Mrs. B— rained mysterious objects she called nouns and verbs at us like bombs.	  
 

- Dennis Baron in Teaching and Learning Grammar: The Prototype-Construction Approach  by Arthur 
Whimbey and Arthur Myra J. Linden. 
 
 
 
 
1. I clearly remember  
2. cowering at my desk  
3. in a ninth-grade English class  
4. while a certain Mrs. B 
5. rained mysterious objects  
6. she called nouns and verbs  
7. at us like bombs. 
 
I clearly remember  
cowering at my desk  
in a ninth-grade English class  
while a certain Mrs. B 
rained mysterious objects  
she called nouns and verbs  
at us like bombs. 
 



 
 

 
 
 
 
Text reconstruction 
	  

INSTRUCTIONS: Number the sentences in the order you believe they appear in the original 
paragraph on the subject of the thesis statement and topic sentences. Then transcribe the 
paragraph on the lines below.  
	  
________	   If you're not sure about your topic sentences, try this:	  

________	   If the outline would allow someone to follow your argument without the rest of 
the paper, then you've got clear, argumentative topic sentences. 
	  

________	   Isolate your thesis and topic sentences, and put them in the form of an outline.	  

________	   Topic sentences should make the arguments necessary to support your thesis.	  

 
 
  

NAME: _________________ 
 
DATE: _________________ 

Text Reconstruction 
 
Thesis &  
Topic sentences 
 



 

ANSWER 
 
Text reconstruction 
	  

INSTRUCTIONS: Number the sentences in the order you believe they appear in the original 
paragraph on the subject of the thesis statement and topic sentences. Then transcribe the 
paragraph on the lines below.  
	  
____2___	   If you're not sure about your topic sentences, try this:	  

____4___	   If the outline would allow someone to follow your argument without the rest of 
the paper, then you've got clear, argumentative topic sentences. 
	  

____3___	   Isolate your thesis and topic sentences, and put them in the form of an outline.	  

____1___	   Topic sentences should make the arguments necessary to support your thesis.	  

 
 
 
Topic sentences should make the arguments necessary to support your thesis. If you're 
not sure about your topic sentences, try this: Isolate your thesis and topic sentences, and 
put them in the form of an outline. If the outline would allow someone to follow your 
argument without the rest of the paper, then you've got clear, argumentative topic 
sentences. If your outline is a list of noncommittal observations, take a stand and argue it 
in each topic sentence. If your outline is missing an important idea, you've probably 
hidden a good topic sentence in the middle of a paragraph — good ideas should be up 
front! 
Catie Ferrara '11, Writing Center tutor 
concluding sentences 
http://www.hamilton.edu/tip 
 
 

 
1. Topic sentences should make the arguments necessary to support your thesis.  
2. If you're not sure about your topic sentences, try this:  
3. Isolate your thesis and topic sentences, and put them in the form of an outline.  
4. If the outline would allow someone to follow your argument without the rest of the 

paper, then you've got clear, argumentative topic sentences.	  



 
Quiz 2T – Fables  
The Old Man and Death, p. 14 
The Fox and the Grapes, p. 15 
The Fox and the Crow, p. 16-17 
The Town Mouse and the Country Mouse, p. 18 
The City Mouse and the Country Mouse, p. 19-20 

DATE _______________ 
 
NAME _______________ 
 

 
 

1. 
 

In The Old Man and Death, the old man asks Death to help him do what? 
 
_________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

 

2. 
 

 

What is a scythe (used in “The Old Man and Death”)? 

  an axe 

  an instrument with a long curved blade to cut grass by hand 

  a cord of wood  

  a heavy burden  

 
 

3. 
 

 

The expression “sour grapes” comes from “The Fox and the Grapes.” Basing your 
answer on the fable, explain what it means. 
 
_________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

 

4. 
 

 

What is the definitions of hue (used in “The Fox and the Crow”): 

  color 

  song 

  sorrow  

  winding road  

 
 

 

5. 
 

 

What is the definition of convey (used in “The City Mouse and the Country Mouse”): 

  examine 

  carry, transmit, transport 

  borrow  

  winding road 
 
 

6. Name a food the country mouse eats in the country – not while visiting the Town 
Mouse. (“The Town Mouse and the Country Mouse”). 
 
_________________________________________________________________ 



 
 
ANSWERS – QUIZ 2 
 

 

1. 
 

In The Old Man and Death, the old man asks Death to help him do what? 
 
“I’D SOONER DEATH WOULD TAKE ME AWAY” 
“KINDLY HELP ME TO LIFT THIS BURDEN OF STICKS TO MY SHOULDER” 
 
 
 

 

2. 
 

 

What is a scythe (used in “The Old Man and Death”)? 

  an axe 

  an instrument with a long curved blade to cut grass by hand 

  a cord of wood  

  a heavy burden  

 
 

3. 
 

 

The expression “sour grapes” comes from “The Fox and the Grapes.” Basing your 
answer on the fable, explain what it means. 
 
BECAUSE THE FOX CAN’T HAVE THE GRAPES, HE SAYS THEY DIDN’T WANT 
THEM ANYWAY; THEY WERE SOUR. DEVALUE WHAT YOU CAN’T HAVE: NOT 
WORTH HAVING. 
 
 

 

4. 
 

 

What is the definitions of hue (used in “The Fox and the Crow”): 

  color 

  song 

  sorrow  

  winding road  

 
 

 

5. 
 

 

What is the definition of convey (used in “The City Mouse and the Country Mouse”): 

  examine 

  carry, transmit, transport 

  borrow  

  winding road 
 
 
 

6. Name a food the country mouse eats in the country – not while visiting the Town 
Mouse. (“The Town Mouse and the Country Mouse”). 
 
BEANS, BACON, CHEESE, BREAD 

 
 



Finite and nonfinite verbs 
 
 
A complete sentence has a FINITE verb. 
 
A FINITE verb changes spelling for the present and past tense: 
The cow jumps over the moon. (PRESENT TENSE) 
The cow jumped over the moon. (PAST TENSE) 
 
A FINITE verb also changes spelling for "person": 
The cow jumps over the moon. (3rd person SINGULAR) 
The cows jump over the moon. (3rd person PLURAL) 
 
A NONFINITE verb - a verb in the -ing, ed, or infinitive form</a> - does not 
change spelling for tense or person. 
The cow is jumping over the moon. (is jumping is the PRESENT PROGRESSIVE) 
The cows are jumping over the moon. (2 cows) 
The cow was jumping over the moon. (PAST PROGRESSIVE) 
The cow will be jumping over the moon. (FUTURE PROGRESSIVE) 
The cow has jumped over the moon. (has jumped is the PRESENT PERFECT 
tense) 
The cows have jumped over the moon. (2 cows PRESENT PERFECT) 
The cow had jumped over the moon. (PAST PERFECT) 
The cow will have jumped over the moon. (FUTURE PERFECT) 
The cow wants to jump over the moon. (to jump is the INFINITIVE form) 
The cows want to jump over the moon. (2 cows) 
The cow wanted to jump over the moon. 
 
EXAMPLES: 
The cow jumps [FINITE] over the moon. (COMPLETE SENTENCE) 
The cow jumped [FINITE] over the moon. (COMPLETE SENTENCE) 
The cow is [FINITE]  jumping over the moon. (COMPLETE SENTENCE) 
The cow was [FINITE]  jumping over the moon. (COMPLETE SENTENCE) 
The cow  jumping [NONFINITE] over the moon. (INCOMPLETE SENTENCE or 
SENTENCE FRAGMENT) 
 
The first verb in a verb phrase is FINITE. The verbs that follow are 
NONFINITE : 
The cow is [FINITE] jumping [NONFINITE] over the moon. 
The cow was [FINITE] jumping [NONFINITE] over the moon. 
The cow wants [FINITE] to jump [NONFINITE] over the moon. 
The cow wanted [FINITE] to jump [NONFINITE]  over the moon. 
 
AND SEE: 
Tense and aspect chart  at http://debsquickpicks.com/english-tenses/  
Deb's Quick Picks Blog 

 
10/22/2013 
http://english109mercy.wordpress.com/2012/10/22/finite-and-nonfinite-verbs/  



 
 
 
Adjective clauses | 1st exercise 



 
 
Adjective clauses | 2nd exercise 
 



List of helping verbs:

do
does
did

has
have
had

is
am
are
was
were
be

being
been

may
must
might

should
could
would
shall
will
can

10

cijohn
Line

cijohn
Line

cijohn
Text Box
Auxiliary verbs"closed class" of verbs: no more are being inventedVERSUSlexical verbs (ran, saw)New lexical verbs can be invented any time



 
 
 
Paper #1 – Classification  
 
What kinds of characters appear in fables? 
 
Please write a 5-paragraph essay, using examples from the stories we’ve read to illustrate 
your points. 
 
 
Sample X-1-2-3 set: 
 
X There are three principal types of characters in fables: 

animals, humans, and supernatural beings. 
 

Thesis statement 

1 Some fable characters are animals. Topic sentence 
2 Some fable characters are humans. Topic sentence 
3 Some fable characters are supernatural beings. Topic sentence 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

Paper #1 
Classification 



 
 
EXPLANATION: 
In English 109, you will learn to write a thesis statement (or to write better thesis statements if 
you already know how).  

In many cases – especially when writing an argumentative paper – a useful approach is to write 
an “although-sentence.”  

An although-sentence includes a subordinate clause beginning with although (or with a 
subordinator that has a similar meaning — notwithstanding, while, nevertheless, etc.). 

Although I like the small size of our classroom, I wish it came equipped with a computer-
projector system. 

Although the small size of our classroom has a number of virtues, the lack of a computer-
projector system is a major drawback. 

MAIN CLAUSE (ALSO CALLED “INDEPENDENT CLAUSE”):  
I wish it came equipped with a computer-projector system. 
the lack of a computer-projector system is a major drawback 
 

SUBORDINATE CLAUSE (ALSO CALLED “DEPENDENT CLAUSE”):  
although I like the small size of our classroom 
although the small size of our classroom has a number of virtues 
 
 
REVIEW: 

• A main clause can “stand alone” as a complete sentence. 
• A subordinate clause cannot stand alone as a complete sentence. A subordinate clause must 

be attached to a main clause. 
• Any clause that begins with a subordinator is a subordinate clause. 
 
 
INSTRUCTIONS: 
In the exercise below, complete each subordinate clause with a main clause. Then write a second 
version of your sentence, switching the although- clause to a different position.  
 

Although Aesop began life as a slave, ____________________________________ 
 

ANSWER: 
Although Aesop began life as a slave, he became an advisor to the king of Babylon. 
Aesop began life as a slave, although he later became an advisor to the king of Babylon.  
 
 
 
 
1. Although parents read fables to their children, _____________________________ 

 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 
Now rewrite the sentence, changing the position of the although-clause: 
 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 

 
  

Although -sentences 
about FABLES 



 
2. Although fables deal with the everyday concerns of ordinary life, __________________ 

 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 
Second version: 
 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 

3. Although fables are teaching stories, ____________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 
Second version: 
 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 

4.  Although the characters in fables are often animals, _________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 
Second version: 
 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 

5. Although fables date back 2500 years, __________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 
 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 
Second version: 
 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 
 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 

6. Although the fable was created to serve as a persuasive example inside a longer speech,  
 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 
 

 
 



 
 
 
 
 
1. 

ANSWERS (There are numerous possibilities.) 
 
1st VERSION: 
Although parents read fables to their children, Aesop told his stories to other adults. 
Although parents read fables to their children, they were originally intended for adults. 
 

2nd VERSION: 
Aesop told his stories to other adults, although today parents read fables to their children. 
Aesop’s fables were originally intended for adults, although parents read fables to their 
children. 
 

2. 1st VERSION: 
Although fables deal with the everyday concerns of ordinary life, they aren’t strictly realistic. 
 

2nd VERSION: 
Fables aren’t strictly realistic, although they deal with the everyday concerns of ordinary life. 
 
 

3. 1st VERSION: 
Although fables are teaching stories, they are also highly entertaining. 
 

2nd VERSION: 
Fables are highly entertaining, although they are teaching stories.  
Fables are highly entertaining, although they were intended to serve as teaching stories.  
 
 

4.  1st VERSION: 
Although the characters in fables are often animals, they deal with human concerns. 
 

2nd VERSION: 
Fables deal with human concerns, although the characters in fables are often animals. 
 
 

5. 1st VERSION: 
Although fables date back 2500 years, they are relevant to life today. 
 
2nd VERSION: 
Although the characters in fables are often animals, they deal with human concerns. 
 
 

6. 1st VERSION: 
Although the fable belongs to the genre of persuasion, it later became a literary genre, cultivated for 
its own sake. 
 

2nd VERSION: 
The fable later became a literary genre, cultivated for its own sake, although it belongs to the genre of 
persuasion. 
 
 

  



 
 
 
 

The Mouse Who Went to the Country 
By James Thurber 

 
Once upon a Sunday there was a city mouse who went to visit a country mouse. He hid 
away on a train the country mouse had told him to take, only to find that on Sundays it 
did not stop at Beddington. Hence the city mouse could not get off at Beddington and 
catch a bus for Sibert’s Junction, where he was to be met by the country mouse. The city 
mouse, in fact, was carried on to Middleburg, where he waited three hours for a train to 
take him back. When he got back to Beddington he found that the last bus for Sibert’s 
Junction had just left, so he ran and he ran and he ran and he finally caught the bus and 
crept aboard, only to find that it was not the bus for Sibert’s Junction at all, but was 
going in the opposite direction through Pell’s Hollow and Grumm to a place called 
Wimberby. When the bus finally stopped, the city mouse got out into a heavy rain and 
found that there were no more buses that night going anywhere. “To the hell with it,” 
said the city mouse, and he walked back to the city. 
Moral: Stay where you are, you’re sitting pretty. 
 
Thurber, James. The Little Girl and the Wolf. In James Thurber, Fables for Our Time and Famous Poems Illustrated. 
Garden City, NY: Blue Ribbon Books, 1943. Print. (3). 
 



THE MOUSE AND THE ALLEY CAT 
 

There once was a mouse who, because of the progress New York City has made in 

reducing street waste during my three terms as mayor, could not find a morsel to eat. 

Late one night, near a bodega on Amsterdam Avenue, he came upon a sixty-eight-ounce 

plastic bottle filled with sugary soda pop. We cannot blame the mouse for wanting to 

drink a huge quantity of an unhealthful beverage, but we must do what we can to 

discourage such behavior, which is injuring the health of our individual citizens and 

weakening the city as a whole. 

With his sharp teeth, the mouse cut an opening in the bottle and climbed inside, and 

slurped up most of the container's arguably toxic contents. Because of the drink's high 

concentration of empty calories, the mouse immediately grew so fat that he could not 

squeeze out of the opening he had made. 

A female alley cat happened upon the trapped creature. She tore through the plastic and 

swallowed the mouse, bones and all. 

Moral: If you drink large sugary beverages, you will die a horrible death. 

 

Windolf, Jim. “Bloomberg’s Fables.” The New Yorker. 23 April 2015. Print. 




